Murray Bridge
Sunday 28th June 2020

Stewards
M Herrmann, J Evans, J Carey

Veterinary Surgeon
Dr C Doyle

Late Scratchings
Nil

Race 1
DAISH IRRIGATION AND FODDER MAIDEN STAKE
395m Maiden

- A swab sample was taken from the winner FRODO BAGGINS.
- On the first turn UNINHABITED ran on the heels of and dragged down ALLINGA LORRAINE then UNCHARTED moved out checking SHADOW’S STAR shortly after SPRING EVIE made contact with the running rail. On the turn into the home straight UNCHARTED moved out checking SO BRIGHT.
- SPRING EVIE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.
- ALLINGA LORRAINE was vetted after the race with no injury detected.

Race 2
METRO ROLLER DOORS STAKE
395m Grade 6

- On the first turn CAWBOURNE SPOTTY moved out checking NIGEL LEE. On the turn into the home straight ASTON TALKS, CAWBOURNE SPOTTY, and HOPE'S TRIBUTE all ran wide then FINNISS LOOPER moved out checking PSYCHO STAR causing FINNISS LOOPER to be turned sideways and both greyhounds to run wide.

Race 3
MONTEITH MEATS MIXED STAKE
455m Mixed 4/5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner EEDEE KEEPSAKE.
- On the first turn LUCY’S OTIS moved down checking BARMAH MCLAREN. There were no further racing incidents to report.

Race 4
TABCORP STAKE
455m Grade 6

- On the first turn FINNISS FINESSE contacted the heel of SPRING BLUE causing FINNISS FINESSE to lose ground shortly after VELOCITY CAPRICE moved out checking FOR FERGIE causing FOR FERGIE to move out checking SPRING BLUE and SHAMROCK LAVA. On the turn into the home straight FOR FERGIE ran wide and continued wide for the remainder of the event.
- FINNISS FINESSE was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 21 days.
- FOR FERGIE was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 14 days.

Race 5
MURRAY BRIDGE COMMUNITY CLUB STAKE
455m Grade 6

- Shortly after the start SWEET SAPPHIRE moved down checking MIDNIGHT CRASH. On the turn off the back straight RELEASE THE FURY lost ground appearing injured.
- RELEASE THE FURY was vetted after the race reported to be injured and was stood down for 10 days.

Race 6
SKY RACING GRADE 5 SERIES FINAL
455m Grade 5

- On the first turn RIGHT EXIT moved down checking OAKVALE ASTRO. On the turn into the home straight LAVISH PEDRO moved down checking DANYO'S BULLY and then continued down checking QUERENCIA. Along the home straight GALACTIC HORIZON and LAVISH PEDRO raced wide.

Race 7
RURAL CITY OF MURRAY BRIDGE (N/P) STAKE
530m SE

- A swab sample was taken from the winner DEFY.
- Shortly after the start CAWBOURNE TERRY moved down checking LEKTRA THEORY. On the first turn MCLAREN DAZZLER moved down checking CAWBOURNE TERRY. Entering the back straight DYNA SMOKEY moved down checking MCLAREN DAZZLER. On the turn into the home straight CAWBOURNE TERRY moved out checking LEKTRA THEORY. Approaching the winning post LEKTRA THEORY moved down bumping CAWBOURNE TERRY.

Race 8
KURT DONSBERG PHOTOGRAPHY STAKE
395m Grade 5

- A swab sample was taken from the winner LOADING ZONE.
- On the first turn LOADING ZONE moved out checking MISS TAKIRI and MISSY CRANE causing UNTOLD to be bumped. There were no further racing incidents to report.
### Race 9  GREYHOUND ADOPTION PROGRAM SA MIXED STAKE  395m  Mixed 3/4/5

- Shortly after the start EMERLEY ZERO moved out bumping HESA MARLOW. There were no further racing incidents to report.

### Race 10  GRSA.COM.AU STAKE  395m  Grade 6

- INDEED was slow to begin. On the turn into the home straight CAWBOURNE BUSTER ran wide. Entering the home straight TWINKLE TOES ran wide then INDEED moved down checking SPRING MONTANA.

* Published subject to correction upon revision